The LCAO, or Bloch, or tight binding, approximation for solids is discussed as an interpolation method, to be used in connection with more accurate calculations made by the cellular or orthogonalized plane-wave methods. It is proposed that the various integrals be obtained as disposable constants, so that the tight binding method will agree with accurate calculations at symmetry points in the Brillouin zone for which these calculations have been made, and that the LCAO method then be used for making calculations throughout the Brillouin zone. A general discussion of the method is given, including tables of matrix components of energy for simple cubic, face-centered and body-centered cubic, and diamond structures. 
The LCAO, or Bloch, or tight binding, approximation for solids is discussed as an interpolation method, to be used in connection with more accurate calculations made by the cellular or orthogonalized plane-wave methods. It is proposed that the various integrals be obtained as disposable constants, so that the tight binding method will agree with accurate calculations at symmetry points in the Brillouin zone for which these calculations have been made, and that the LCAO method then be used for making calculations throughout the Brillouin zone. A general discussion of the method is given, including tables of matrix components of energy for simple cubic, face-centered and body-centered cubic, and diamond structures. Applications are given to the results of Fletcher and Wohlfarth on Ni, and Howarth on Cu, as illustrations of the fcc case. In discussing the bcc case, the splitting of the energy bands in chromium by an antiferromagnetic alternating potential is worked out, as well as a distribution of energy states for the case of no antiferromagnetism.
For diamond, comparisons are made with the calculations of Herman, using the orthogonalized plane-wave method. The case of such crystals as InSb is discussed, and it is shown that their properties Gt in with the energy band picture.
I. THE LCAO (ik R) at the various positions R at which the atoms are located. In the present paper, we shall examine this method, noting that it becomes almost impossibly dificult to carry out with full rigor, on account of the enormous number of dificult integrals which must be computed. On the other hand, it has many attractive qualitative features, since it gives solutions showing all the correct symmetry properties of the energy bands, and it is rather easy to get solutions for energy bands at an arbitrary point in the Brillouin zone, whereas most other approximate methods become too dificult to carry out except at certain symmetry points of the Brillouin zone. With this in mind, we shall suggest using the LCAO method, not as a primary method of accurate calculation, but rather as an interpolation method. We shall arbitrarily discard many of the terms which make trouble with the accurate calculation, but shall retain those which are riecessary to give qualitative correctness to the method ' F. Bloch, Z. Physik 52, 555 (1928) . symmetry points of the Brillouin zone. We shall give formulas useful in such applications of the LCAO method, and shall describe its use in discussing certain problems, including the face-centered and bodycentered cubic and diamond structures.
If we start with an atomic orbital @"(r -R, ), located on an atom at vector position R;, and with quantum numbers symbolized by the subscript n, then we can form the Bloch sum P(R,) exp(ik. R;)P"(r -R, ), where the sum is to be extended over the atoms in equivalent positions in all the unit cells of the crystal. The sum as it stands is not normalized, but we shall later take up its normalization. We can set up such Bloch sums corresponding to each atomic orbital of an atom, and corresponding to each atom in the unit cell of the crystal. We find that there are no nondiagonal matrix components of the Hamiltonian operator, consisting of the kinetic energy and the periodic potential function, between two Bloch sums with different k's. On the other hand, in general there are nonvanishing matrix components of the Hamiltonian between Bloch sums of the same k value, corresponding either to different atomic orbitals on the same atom, or to atomic orbitals on diferent atoms in the unit cell. Some of these nondiagonal matrix components vanish at special symmetry points of the Brillouin zone, or special values of k, and it is this vanishing which leads to the special properties of the energy bands at these symmetry points.
We can then set up an approximate solution of~the periodic potential problem in the following way. We take a finite set of atomic orbitals on each of the atoms of the unit cell, going up from the lowest atomic states to those concerned in the highest levels occupied in the crystal, or somewhat higher. From each of these atomic orbitals, we construct a Bloch sum. For a given k value, we can then set up a wave function consisting of a linear combination of all these Bloch sums. In general, except at special k values, there will be matrix 98 components of energy between all these Bloch sums, so that we shall .have a secular problem whose order equals that of the total number of atomic orbitals concerned, though at special k values there will be factoring of the secular equation, and resulting simpli6-cation. With modern digital computers, such secular equations can be solved, and the resulting wave functions and energy levels form useful approximations to the solution of the periodic potential problem. At a general k value, all roots of the secular equation will be distinct, and we group together the functions of diferent k value having the lowest energy as the lowest-energy band, those having the second lowest energy as the second-energy band, and so on, though at special symmetry points several energy bands can be degenerate with each other. This is, in principle, a quite good method for approximating the periodic potential problem. Its practical difBculties arise only from the enormous amount of numerical work involved in computing rigorously the various matrix components of energy, and as mentioned earlier, we shall later suggest certain simplications which make it practical.
It is rather surprising that many writers who have considered this method in the literature have Table I is that in some cases there. are existing calculations using the LCAO approximation, which almost invariably assume two-center integrals; our table will make it convenient to compare our method with these existing calculations.
IV. THE SIMPLE CUBIC STRUCTURE
Though real crystals do not ordinarily show the simple cubic structure, nevertheless it is convenient to begin with it, both on account of its simplicity, and also because from the results of it we can immediately derive the behavior of the face-centered and bodycentered cubic structures. Our task is to express the matrix components of the Hamiltonian, which we have written in (2), in a form convenient for use in the simple cubic case. As before, we use s, p, and d atomic orbitals, which we choose so as to form basis functions for irreducible representations of the cubic point group. These s, p, and d functions will have transformation properties like the sets s; x, y, 2; xy, y2, sx; x' -y', 3s' -r'. We let the atoms be located at the vector positions pai+qaj+rak, where p, q, r are integers, a is the lattice spacing of the simple cubic crystal, and i, j, k are unit vectors along the x, y, z axis. Let the subscripts e, m refer to two out of the set of symbols s, x, y, s, xy, etc, Then we shall denote our integrals by the expression E"", (p,q, r) = $"*(r)HQ (r Pai -qaj r-uk-)dr, (3.) That is, in this case, rather than using I, m, e as the arguments of the E symbols, it is more convenient to use actual atomic coordinates, so that 1=P(P'+q'+r') etc. The integrals occurring in (3) are the ones to be inserted in formula (2) for the matrix components of energy.
We now wish to express our matrix components of energy between the Bloch sums in terms of the smallest set of integrals of this nature that is possible. We make use of all relations between integrals which symmetry permits to reduce the number of atomic integrals which appear in the matrix elements of Bloch functions. Making use of these relations, the matrix elements for the simple cubic crystal are given in Table II Table II are all independent, so that in fitting known energy values, we may treat them all as disposable constants. On the other hand, in some cases we may wish to express these symbols in terms of the smaller number of two-center integrals, as discussed in the preceding section. In this case, we may use Table I to write all of the E's in terms of these two-center integrals. In doing this, we must remember that the direction cosines in Table I are proportional to, but not equal to, the p, q, r of Table II :E, ", "(110), E, ",,"(011), E, ","(011), E ",""(110),E3.
&( (110), and E,~"2, ,~"~(110).In Table III 
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(xy/xy) = Z, ",,"(000) +4Z, ",,"(110) +8E, ",,"(011)cosg, (xs/xs) = (ys/ys) = Z, ",. "(000)+4E, ",,"(011) +4E, ", "(110)14E ",."(011) cosf', (x' -y'/x' -y') =Ep, p "2 2, 2,2(000)+4E, Y "2, , 2 02(110) +6E"2 "2 2, 2 "2(110)+2E, Y "2,, 2 "2(110)cosfY (3s' -'/3s' -rs) =Z", "2 "2 "2(000)+. 4E"2 "2 "2 "2(11()) +6E, Y "2, 2 "2(110)+2E2, 2,2, $, +4E, ,(200) (cos2$ cos2g+cos2$ cos2f' +cos2rl cos2t')+2E, , ,(220) (cos2$ +cos2rf+cos2f). (7) As with the face-centered structure, it is interesting to check the relationship between these energy expressions and the periodicity in the reciprocal lattice and the structure of the Brillouin zone. The reciprocal space must show a face-centered cubic type of symmetry, the points such as $= 0, rl =t'= s being equivalent to the origin. If we make this transformation, we see that the expression (7) In Fig. 2 , '" we show the energy levels as computed in this way, along a number of lines in the reciprocal lattice. In Fig. 2a, 2b , and 2c we show the energy along the 001, 011, and 111 directions. By comparison with Fig. 1 , or with the 6gures in Fletcher and Wohlfarth's papers, we see that the arrangement of energy bands is quite diferent in the body-centered structure from what it is in the face-centered structure: at the origin, the energy levels are near the top and bottom of the band rather than near the center, as in the facecentered structure. This would lead us to expect a large density of levels near the top and bottom of the band, with a dip in the middle, which as we shall show in a moment really occurs. We also show two curves indicating the way in which the degeneracy is removed as we move away from symmetry positions in the Brillouin zone. In Fig. 2d should not be taken seriously. There is little reason to believe anything but the ratios of the nearest-neighbor d interactions is correct as we have used them. We expect that the broad features of the curves are correct but do not believe that the actual numerical values of the energies are signi6cant. Fig. 2a , we see that the double and triple degeneracies found in the 001 direction are split, but that an accidental degeneracy is still permitted, since we are still in a symmetry plane. In Fig. 2e , we have $=n/18, ri=~/6, t arbitrary. The accidental degeneracy present in Fig. 2d is now The cube which we have introduced in Fig. 4 
We can now immediately solve Eq. (9). Let us rearrange the rows and columns so that first we have the 6rst row and column, then the sixth, then the second, then the seventh, and so on. Then we see that it factors into a set of two-by-two secular equations, the first one being H, -E E1 =0. But a quantitative calculation of these effects demands a thorough study of the manyelect, ron problem, as we have stated. In the limit of large antiferromagnetism, the energy difference between the two d bands, the occupied and the unoccupied ones, will come entirely from an intra-atomic exchange integral of a type which can only be properly treated by a study of the energy of the many-electron problem and of the condguration interaction involved in the correct behavior of the system as the interatomic distance increases to infinity. We do not feet that there is any simplified way to estimate these eGects and must hope that at some future time a sufficiently exact treatment of the cohesive energy of chromium can be given so that a reliable estimate of the antiferromagnetic moment can be made. In the meantime, it seems quite legitimate to use the observed magnitude of this quantity to derive results, as we have done here, regarding the energy bands, and to use these results in a qualitative way to correlate information on such quantities as electronic specific heat.
If our views are correct, the case of chromium can be rather unique. It is known from the work of Shull and Wilkinson, quoted above, that molybdenum and tungsten, which have the same electronic structure as chromium, are not antiferromagnetic and that vanadium, lying before chromium in the periodic table, also is not antiferromagnetic. Molybdenum and tungsten would have to be explained by supposing that the coincidence by which the Fermi edge for the s electrons lay within the gap for d electrons did not occur in those elements. Thus the d band would be either more or less than half-filled (it does not seem to make much difference which), and we could not get a stabilizing effect by introducing the gap, since if the band were more than half-filled there would be approximately equal numbers of electrons increasing and decreasing their energy, and if it were less than half-filled the energies of the occupied levels would hardly be changed. According to the remarks made earlier, we feel that the tight binding of these elements arises from the fact that the d band is approximately half-filled and that it is strongly bonding; but the antiferromagnetic eGect would have small eGect on this, and we do not feel that the present methods are adapted to making a calculation of the cohesive energy. As for vanadium, with one less electron than chromium, the energy levels in the neighborhood of the middle of the d band are empty in any case, and there would be no stabilizing eGect from introducing an antiferromagnetic moment, so that we expect a complete lack of antiferromagnetism, and a very close approximation to an ordinary energy band picture, for this element.
As we proceed in the other direction in the periodic table from chromium, we come to manganese, which has a diGerent crystal structure and so cannot be treated by the present discussion. Its structure is unfortunately so complicated that it would be very dificult to handle it even by the present simplified method, since it has many atoms in the unit cell. One would guess, from the fact that it is known to be slightly antiferromagnetic, that proper treatment, if it could be given, would perhaps lead to a gap in this case too, somewhat similar to that in chromium, but separating the occupied from the unoccupied levels; but this is entirely speculative. The next element is iron, which of course is ferromagnetic in its bodycentered form. Surely our arguments would not lead to antiferromagnetism for it; and one should be able to apply a rather straightforward energy-band argument to its ferromagnetism.
The only diGerence between this case and the standard one is that, if we ask what is probably the saturation magnetization to be expected, we can conclude that very likely it should be less than the value of approximately 2.6 Bohr magnetons which would be deduced by extrapolating the well-known curve of saturation magnetization of nickel and cobalt eersls atomic number. The probable reason is that as enough electrons have their spin reversed so that electrons of plus spin will come somewhere near filling the d band, those of concentrated wave functions and second-nearest neighbor interactions would really be expected to be small. This would be in entire contrast to the 4s electrons, whose interactions surely are so great that no gap would appear in the 4s band. Only later calculations by more accurate methods can answer these questions properly.
VII. THE DIAMOND STRUCTURE
The diamond structure may most conveniently be described as a face-centered cubic structure, but with two atoms in the unit cell, rather than one. That is, 4E,,($)q) (cosy' cossg costi i s-in~s$ sins'g sinai ) 4E , , "( -',-', -, ') (i cos-', $ cossg sing -sin -, 'p sin~s cossi) -4E~, "(110)sing sing -4iE, "(011)(sing cosi -sing cosi )
between an s and a P Bloch sum on the sites 1, or (s/x)is for the component between an s function on site 1, a P, on site 2. We shall include interactions between nearest and second-nearest neighbors. The nearest neighbors of a given atom are four forming a tetrahedral array around it, belonging to the other lattice. Thus the four nearest neighbors of the atom at the origin are located at the positions (-', -',-', ), ( -, '--', --', ), ( -ssi -is), ( -s s--, 'ss), all times u. The second-nearest neighbors of a given atom belong to the same lattice, and are the twelve neighbors of type a(110). When we include these interactions, and use the same notation as previously, we 6nd the matrix components given in Table V .
From the two-center approximation, we can derive values which the various integrals of Table V For the nearest-neighbor interactions, we see that we have four of the E integrals, and also four of the twocenter integrals, so that either scheme gives the same degree of generality. For the second-nearest neighbors, we have seven E integrals, and only four two-center integrals, so that we lose disposable constants by using the two-center approximation.
We can riow use the results of Table V to investigate propagation in special directions, in particular the 100 and 111 directions, in which the secular equations simplify enough so that we can get part of the solution analytically. First we shall consider the origin, the case 4=0. Here it is clear that the secular equation factors into four two-by-two secular equations, one each for the s, P, P", and P, functions. Furthermore, the diagonal matrix components of energy of the two lattices are the same, so that the energies equal the diagonal component, plus or minus the nondiagonal component, and the wave functions are the sums and differences of the atomic orbital functions on the two lattices. The energies are the following: for the s states, E, , ,(000)+12E,, , (110) We have now 6nished our discussion of propagation along the 100 direction, and have found that in this direction, out of our eight energy levels, there are four single levels, which however join to form two doubly degenerate levels at the edge of the Brillouin zone, and two doubly degenerate levels. Next we may take up in a similar way the solutions in the 111 direction. We shall not give such a complete discussion of this case, though it is carried through in a similar way. We first set up matrix components of energy, using Table V Rev. 89, 518 (1953) . We are indebted to Dr.
Herman for supplying numerical data regarding his calculations. From the discussion which we have given of the zincblende structure, we can see that in certain cases the order of energy levels may be diferent in it from what it is in the diamond structure, as shown in Fig. 5 .
In Fig. 5 
Here (6 &)""is the smith matrix element of the reciprocal of the square root of the overlap matrix 5 ", Here F(0) "isaunitarymatrix (LF(0) '7 "=F(0)*"").
We must show that the transformation properties of the g 's are the same; that is, op"=p(~)p F(o)"". (A9)
